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Executive Summary 
 

This is my report of what I have come to know about what the participants of the I CAN 

Network Program creatively replied when asked: ‘What did you get out of the I CAN 

Program?’ 

My hope is to invite you, the reader, into this summary of my explorative process, an Arts-

based Research that engaged with and describes the creative representations of others. This 

qualitative research project employed diverse theories and practice methods in order to 

provide a rigorous and multi-faceted analysis, including Phenomenological Description 

(Moustakas 1994), The MIECAT Form of Inquiry (Lett 2011, p.277), and the Expressive 

Therapies Continuum (Hinz, 2015). 

My findings of what participants communicated through their creative expressions 

included: 

• Recognizing the value, they have for the I CAN Program 

and the value they place on experiencing the I CAN Network Program 

• That the participants identified that the I CAN Program provides safety, and they 

value this environment as it provides them with feelings of acceptance and a sense 

of belonging 

• Recognition of the personal value they place on the experience of connection  

• They identified creative engagement as an access point for connection with their 

peer community 

• In-school participants were directed as to what modalities they could use, and these 

modalities formed a container for the program which also influenced the Mentees’ 

responses 

• Online Mentees availed themselves of opportunities to engage with their chosen 

modality to creatively respond. The chosen modality became part of their 

expressive response 

• They preferred to use visual creative responses rather than verbal responses 

• They had enthusiasm for experiencing fun and play and creative activities 

• They were enthusiastic about expressing through creativity and demonstrating their 

abilities using creative modalities 

 

• They placed importance on their creative expressions being posted on the I CAN 

Network Website and this influenced their efforts and the artwork produced 

• The I CAN Network Program facilitates opportunities for their personal growth 

including a sense of empowerment 

• They recognized their own individual growth in self-awareness and development of 

their own self-efficacy. 

 

Themes that emerged through my research included: 

• Value of having one’s own voice (communicating) 

• Value of creative expression 

• Value of incorporating creative expression in the I CAN Network program 

• Value for a sense of fun and play 

• The I CAN Network’s ability to encourage development of Mentees personal 

qualities through group rhythms and the Creations Project 

• The I Can Network recognised value in art or creativity 
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KEYWORDS 

Art-Based Research, access point, cycles of amplification and reduction, Mentees, 

Creations, emergent, clustering, phenomenological description, new-knowings, self-

efficacy, indwell. 

 

 

Introduction 

Art-Based Inquiry is a means to seeking a greater 

understanding of the human condition and exploring 

better ways to teach, counsel and make sense of the 

world (Lett, 2011, forward). 

 

This is my report of what I have come to know about what the participants of The I CAN 

Network Program creatively replied when asked: ‘What did you get out of The I CAN 

Program?’ 

In some instances responses were art made by individuals and there were also collaborative 

representations. 

My hope is to invite you, the reader, into this summary of my explorative process, 

employing Arts-based Research to engage with and describe the creative representations of 

others. 

My findings define values and preferred ways of being. Some findings may be unexpected 

whereas others may be supportive confirmations. But I do hope they will be useful for the 

on-going positive experiencing The I CAN Network brings to its participants. 

I refer to others and their Creations, maintaining their anonymity while acknowledging 

reading, citing, referring to and experiencing the influence of relevant literature. 

I have referenced others’ words in my report where applicable, according to the APA 6th 

referencing style and have listed all described literature in the reference listings. 

For ease of reading, key procedural concepts discussed are presented in bold text. 
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Definitions 

 

Access point – The choice of bring to the foreground aspects of one’s experience 

(MIECAT, n.d. p.7). 

 

Amplification and reduction – Description of procedural cycles of how a procedure 

functions. Patterns of opening up and containing data help move an inquiry towards gaining 

understanding (MIECAT, n.d. p.7). 

 

Arts-based Research – this Analysis Project may also be referred to as Arts-based 

Research, Form of Inquiry, Research, Project, Analysis, Evaluation 

 

Clustering – a process of reduction in a form of inquiry that supports identifying themes 

present within the data 

 

Creation – a definition for the artwork made by Mentees in response to the prompt ‘What 

did you get out of The I CAN Program?’ Also known as Image, artwork, art making, 

responses (to the prompt), whether art or verbal or written words. Representations are made 

either In-school or Online. 

 

Cycles – steps or stages of process in an Analysis or Arts-Based Inquiry 

 

Data – Creations received by the Analysist to be used in the analysis process. 

 

Emergent – a purposeful choice about a procedure to be implemented, which was not 

planned but which has arisen from the flow of current experiencing (Lett, 2011 p.274). 

 

Self-efficacy – development of identity, empowerment. Self-efficacy is the belief we have in 

our own abilities, specifically our ability to meet the challenges ahead of us and complete a 

task successfully (Akhtar in Ackerman, 2018). 

 

Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) – formulated by Kagin and Lusebrink, a 

theoretical and practical structure to describe the ways in which individuals process 

information during their interactions with art materials (Hinz, 2015). 
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I CAN Network Program – Also referred to the Program, either Online or In-school 

 

Indwell – ‘to be with’ – where one chooses to be present and explore phenomena of 

experiencing that present themselves into awareness (Lett, 2011 p. 278). 

 

Intersubjective responding– when we maintain a focus on attentive and active listening or 

experiencing (Lett, 2011 p.279). 

 

Key words – a form of reduction of data generated from expression and description, 

involving focusing the research towards meaning. 

 

Mentee – a participant in the I CAN Network program, either Online or In-school, also 

referred to as student, art maker. 

 

New knowings, approximation of – term for a sense of knowing accessed through 

representation during inquiry processes. 

 

Phenomenological Analysis – descriptive approach focuses on the essential and rigorous 

nature of drawing out essences of participants’ lived experience (Betts and Deaver, 2019 

p.275). The purpose is to allow the expression in its own form to be seen as directly as 

possible as it presents to consciousness (MIECAT, n.d. p.8). It includes Phenomenological 

Horizontalization, where all data is considered to be of equal value. No piece or pieces have 

more or less weight or influence over any other: all are the same. 

 

The I CAN Network – Also referred to as I Can 

 

The MIECAT Form of Inquiry, a form of inquiry into experiencing, in order to make 

sense of or create meaning. This Inquiry relies upon the multiple functioning of all the ways 

in which experiences can be accessed, re-experienced, brought into coherence, explored and 

reflected on (Lett, Allen, Bush, 2014). 

 

Values and choices – values are the preferences we hold about our ways of doing and being 

(Lett, 2011 p. 288). 
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Index of Creations 

CREATION 

NUMBER 

PAGE 

IS.1 Front 

cover,      

49 and 50 

IS.2 17, 33 

IS.3 18, 55 

IS.4 37 

IS.5 34 

IS.7 18, 37 

IS.8 37 

IS.10 34 

IS.11 18 

IS.12 18, 34, 44 

IS.13 18 

IS.14 46 

IS.17 35 

IS.23 32 

IS.24 33 

IS.27 48 

IS.28 47 

OL.C3.2 56 

OL.C3.4 24 

OL.C3.5 25 

OL.C3.6 28 

OL.C3.7 49 

CREATION 

NUMBER 
PAGE 

OL.C3.8 24 

OL.C3.9 23 

OL.C3.10 40 

OL.C3.11 39 

OL.C3.12 28 

OL.C3.13 25 

OL.C3.14 36 

OL.C3.15 23 

OL.C3.16 55 

OL.C3.17 

A&B 
30 

OL.C3.18 26 

OL.C3.19 26 

OL.C3.20 27 

OL.C3.22 29 

OL.C3.23 29 

OL.C3.25 41 

OL.C3.26 43 

OL.C3.27 42 

OL.C3.28 54 

OL.C3.29 41 

OL.C3.30 27 

OL.C3.32 44 

OL.C3.33 43 
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Establishing criteria 

Participants of the I CAN Network Program, known as Mentees, were invited to make 

‘creations’ in response to the following prompt: ‘What did you get out of The I CAN 

Program?’ 

 

In-school Mentees receive this prompt in the final session of the program, in the following 

way: 

The prompt is written in large letters on a whiteboard or poster paper. The facilitator of 

the ‘Creation activity’ selects one of the following three techniques to invite Mentees to 

respond to the prompt: 

 

1. Invite participants to take turns using white board markers to write or draw a 

response on the whiteboard. 

2. Invite participants to respond to the prompt individually or in groups using paper and 

pencils or other construction materials such as plasticine. 

3. Invite participants to write or draw their response to the prompt on Post-it notes and 

to stick the Post-it notes on a group poster. 

 

 

Online Mentees receive the same prompt from their facilitator, during the Week 5 session. 

The facilitator explains the three ways Mentees can share their creations with their group 

and the I CAN Network: 

 

1. To share their Creations during the Week 6 session.  

2. To verbally answer the prompt 

3. With their parents’ assistance, to send in their Creations to the I CAN Network 

office before or after Week 6. The Mentees were invited to add a caption if they 

wish. This third option is offered as an inclusive measure to accommodate Mentees 

who would prefer not to participate in a presentation process. 

 

All Mentees’ responses received for cycle three of the Online Program and term 3 of the 

In-schools Program were then captured in a photograph which is forwarded to I CAN 

Network, then to me to become the data for this project. 
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My analysis is conducted responding to this predetermined evaluation question: 

 

To inquire into 

what the Creations 

made by the Victorian participants 

in 

the 2022 I CAN In-school Program 

and 

the 2022 Cycle 3 I CAN Online Program 

communicate 

that participants got out of their experience 

participating in the relevant I CAN mentoring program? 
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About the Evaluator 

I am Sandra Buchanan, a practising Expressive Arts 

Therapist and Counsellor supporting various people 

throughout Australia, in both one-on-one and group contexts. 

 

My clients include people who 

• wish to better understand their world or identify new, 

preferred ways of being, 

• are living with disability, chronic disease, mental 

health unwellness, homelessness, the impacts of drugs and alcohol, and in palliative 

care. 

• are transitioning into different stages of life. 

I currently facilitate an Aspergers Victoria support group. 

 

As a professional Artist, the art modalities I most enjoy are wearable art, textiles, sculpture, 

and photography. I particularly enjoy combining modalities, which often results in the 

unexpected. 

 

My qualifications include: 

• Masters in Therapeutic Arts in Practice 

• Advanced Diploma of Therapeutic Arts in Counselling 

• Advanced Diploma of Visual Arts 

• Certificate IV Workplace Training & Assessment 

• Certificate IV Small Business Management 

 

I hold the following Professional Memberships: 

• The Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia (PACFA) Clinical 

Registration, and member of College of Creative and Experiential Therapies (C.CET) 

Leadership Team 

• Australian Counselling Association (ACA), Level 3 Membership 

• CJ Jung Society of Melbourne 

• Aspergers Victoria 

• Australian Register of Counsellors and Psychotherapists (ARCAP) 

• International Association for Creative Arts in Education and Therapy (IACAET) 
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Research methodology 

It is widely accepted that art making is an ideal access point for tapping into one’s 

imagination and for expressing thoughts and feelings. (Martin in Richardson, 2022 p.20) 

 
In keeping with the empirical data set (the Creations) that this project is evaluating, an 

Arts-based Research Methodology has been employed. Arts-based Research is an 

‘Epistemological Foundation for Human Inquiry that is utilizing artful ways of 

understanding and representation’ (Finley in Knowles and Cole, 2008, p.79). 

 

Arts-based Research utilizes empirical data in combination with qualitative research 

methods. In this evaluation, the empirical data set is the Mentees’ creations. 

 

The qualitative research methods that I have employed draw on diverse theories and 

practices in order to provide a rigorous and multi-faceted analysis. These include 

Phenomenological Description (Moustakas 1994), The MIECAT Form of Inquiry (Lett 

2011, p.277), and the Expressive Therapies Continuum (Hinz, 2015). I came to the 

analysis process with a stance of curiosity, not a narrowed view of expectation or 

interpretation. This is a useful standpoint so as not to have a blind spot to any potential 

findings. 

 

Arts-based Research is underpinned by values and epistemologies. Values are identifiable 

by subjective experiencing and emergent process. Epistemology reflects that there are 

multiple ways of knowing the world, including lived experience and Art Based knowledge. 

 

I come to the evaluation of what each Creation communicates at ‘face value’, as I (the 

viewer) see it, as all about the Creation makers – the Program Mentees, their age, ability, 

the school they attend or each Mentee’s own internal process of expression via art making 

– remain unknown to me. 

 

It is timely to also state that this analysis is carried out without any involvement or influence 

from The I CAN Network, nor the Australia Catholic University who are undertaking their 

own evaluation into I CAN Network’s Mentoring Program. I take the view that knowing 

about their endeavours would have the potential to bias my processes. I remain removed 

from knowing of their activities until the analysis is complete.  
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Evaluation methods 

Methods used form an emergent flow of experiential, 

multimodal inquiry into phenomena that are in focus 

because they hold the promise of experiential 

continuity, visibility and meaningfulness.  

(Letts, 2011. p.7) 

 

This inquiry moves through focused, yet emergent cycles of amplifications and reduction of 

data, accessing, representing, and describing, with an awareness of being open to 

possibility, allowing understanding to develop something thought to be something not 

known into something known and owned. 

 

Methods include: 

• Amplification and Reduction of Data 

• Approximations of knowing, new knowing 

• Clustering 

• Emergence 

• Resonances 

• Horizontalisation 

• Indwelling 

• Keywords 

• Phenomenological Description 
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The evaluation process 

Map of Evaluation Process 

 

 

I created this map to show the Arts-based Research Processes in a simplified format. 
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Each step in my process is an aspect of phenomenological analysis 

subsequential 

determined, in response to 

and in stepping off from 

description that has become known to that point by the immediate experience 

in an emergent way 

rather than following a structured formula and rather than explaining what is seen. 

 

The evaluation process commenced by defining two questions. The first question the 

Mentees were asked to respond to, in the way of making art, their Creations. Those 

Creations were the data which has been analyzed in this Arts-based Research. 

 

The second question is posed to me: what did these Creations communicate that 

participants got out of their experience participating in the relevant I CAN mentoring 

program? 

 

The I CAN Network gave the image of each Creation an individual number with any 

identifiable markings removed to maintain the Mentee’s and their School’s anonymity. 

 

Sixty-one images were received for analysis. Three of those were discounted as they did not 

meet the brief. Before I had start to analyse the images, the sixty-one became eighty-eight 

pieces of data (as explained below). 

 

I decided to have all the images were printed as 6 x 8 hard-copy photographs so I could 

indwell each and every image equally, by holding them, moving them, re-positioning them 

and grouping them as I looked at what they were communicating. 

 

In the process I noticed several images of the In-school program Creations were 

collaborative representations made by multiple participants. I reviewed the In-school 

prompts and confirmed this response was within the parameters of the In-school prompts. 

 

To support the horizontalisation of all Mentees’ art, making all data equal, where possible 

I reprinted these collaborative representations to a larger A3 size and physically cut the 

images up into pieces with just one Mentee’s response on each. Each Mentee’s 

representation was then available to be evaluated individually.  
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The image of In-school Creation IS.2, above, demonstrates this action taken with 

collaborative In-school data. 

 

The Creation is shown in three forms: 

1. printed as with all images, as an 8 x 4 photo, in the top left 

2. printed at A3, in the top right 

3. and lastly across the botton, the view is of the size A3 size photo cut up and coded 

into single participants Creations , individual data. 

 

However, this process has only be done where each contributor’s art making is apparent. 

Where there is uncertainty, and as there was no means to verify the parts of an image that 

have been created by whom in the collaborative In-school Creations, I leave the image 

intact, as one piece of collaborative data. 

 

I have separated five collaborative In-school images into individual’s responses. This left 

nine collaborative In-school images and twelve In-school Creations made by one Mentee. 
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Below are images of In-school Creations: IS.3, IS.7, IS.11, IS.12 and IS.13, examples of 

data that has been left ‘as it was received’, a collaborative response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By making these adjustments to a number of the images, there are now ninety-five items of 

data being analysed. 
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I am curious about the collaborative and sequential qualities of these group-made 

Creations and the dominance of wordy expression with the In-school data and will return 

to analyse these aspects of the In-school responses later. 

 

 

 

Use of modalities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I looked to describing the Mentees’ responses through the modalities used as they were the 

visual format of the Mentees’ creations. It is very exciting to see the various creative ways 

Mentees have explored and expressed, responding to the prompts. The data received 

represents a variety of modalities. 

 

I decided to look at how many different modalities were represented in the data, separating 

the data further into In-school and Online categories. 
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My findings are set out in the graph above In-school Mentees used all modalities offered to 

them as well as digital art and responding verbally. Neither digital art nor verbally 

responding was part of their prompt but nevertheless accepted as data. Online Mentees 

used several art modalities; however, I received no verbal responses from Online Mentees. 

 

Online Mentees had the option to verbally respond, though there is no evidence in the data 

received that this option was taken up. It cannot be assumed however that there were no 

verbal responses: just none forwarded to me as data. 

 

The pie chart below shows Creations received, regardless of whether from the Online or 

In-school program, per modality, as a percentage value of the total data received. My 

finding is that most Mentees preferred digital art making and paper/pencil on paper art 

making almost equally, and certainly much more than any other modalities. 
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As I indwelled the information these graphs provided about the data it became apparent the 

different prompts in each program have significantly influenced what creative modalities 

were available to Mentees and the way those modalities had been used. I found this aspect 

of the prompt offered has resulted in different types of communication produced and an 

access point to explore further. 

 

In-school Mentees were given specific, narrow options about which modality to use and a 

specific process for responding to the prompt, as directed by their facilitators (refer page 9).  

 

Where-as, Online Mentees had opportunity to make their Creations outside of their 

program. This indicates most, if not all of the creation making was done by the Online 

Mentees as individuals, making their art in isolation.  

 

Online Mentees had no restriction on choosing the modality or the style of representation 

they used, either. That is to say, these Mentees were able to respond to their prompt in the 

theme or special interest of their choosing and in their choice of art materials.  

 

Online Mentees were also given a further option of presenting their creations during the 

final program session or sending their Creations in to the I CAN Network office. 

 

I identify, looking at the Online Creations received, the following: 
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• that the Creations demonstrate the Mentees’ keenness to visually communicate, 

using their own choice of imagery style and art modality.  

• Mentees had made time to put a lot of effort and detail into their Creations 

• the Mentees had made their Creations in isolation 

 These three points, above, all had influence over the Mentees feelings towards expressing 

through the Creations, their approach to making their Creations and the resulting 

Creations produced. 

 

Another possible influence for the Online Mentees choosing creations rather than verbal 

responses could have something to do with the I CAN Network publishing the images they 

receive from the Online Mentees on their website. I am informed by I CAN staff that in the 

last 12 months there has been a steady increase in the volume of creations being received by 

The I CAN Network as more Mentees became aware their creations were being showcased 

on the website, going from ten Creations twelve months ago to approximately eighty in the 

most recent round of the online program. 

 

As I indwelled with the data it quickly became apparent that many steps were involved in 

the process of creating each Creation, whether Mentees were aware of the process, or not.  

Depending on how the individual explores through creativity, these considerations might 

happen quite quickly and naturally, or simply become by doing what feels good. ‘Rolling’ 

all these components into a representation of expression, a Creation, may be very practised 

activity or be laboured and stressful, spontaneous or a lot of time in the making. 

Some of the components in this creative process: 

• the use of modality 

• Mentee’s energy and emotion used 

• the presence of a sense of flow 

• the view of the expression in the image, e.g., is it being seen ‘from afar’ or ‘in 

amongst it’, 3D or a description created in words 

• whether and what aspect of their special interest field is represented in their image 

• expected completed size, layout, perspective and scene in the image 

• style, colour, textural design components chosen for representation as an 

enhancement or necessity for visual description or dramatic impact 

• whether character/s are to be included 

• words and/or symbols have tactically been part of the image 
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•  if presented as a story with several scenes 

• any collaborative considerations, which add a lot more dimensions to the process 

• how to submit an image of the Creation to I CAN Network. 

 

I do not refer to individuals’ capacity nor prowess using any particular modality as that is 

not my purpose as analyst for this project. I viewed the Creations as expressions, responses 

to a question. Art making at any level provides creative experiencing, which gives the art 

maker meaningful richness (Lusebrink in Richardson, 2022 p.142). 

Let’s have a look at some Online Mentees’ drawn or hand painted Creations: 

 

Creation: OL.C3.9, above, watercolour and felt pen on paper, photographed and Creation: 

OL.C3.15 below, is presented as a storybook with narration and image, in pencil and felt pen in a 

paper book, photographed. 
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Creation: OL.C3.4, above is coloured pencil on a lined book, photographed 

 

Below, Creation: OL.C3.8, a representation of an animated, digital scene in pencil and felt 

pen on paper, photographed. 
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Below, Creation OL.C3.13, character depicted and words, felt pen on paper, photographed 

 

Creation: OL.C3.5, above, characters and words, pencil on paper, photographed and  
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Creation: OL.C4.18, below, characters and words, pen and watercolour on paper, 

photographed 

 

Creation: OL.C3.19, below, scene and words, pencil on paper 
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Looking at this compelling handmade art and the following examples of the digital art 

received, the Creations reflect enthusiasm, a component of the art makers’ response to the 

opportunity to make their Creations in their choice of modality and special interest style. 

 

Some digital art Creations from the Online Program: 

 

 

Above, Creation: OL.C3.20; Below: Creation: OL.C3.30 
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Above: Creation: OL.C3.6 and below, Creation: OL.C3.12 
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Above, Creation: OL.C3.23, two images printed and attached to red card; and below 

Creation OL.C3.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you notice the special interest themes that feature in these Creations? 
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Without a doubt the Mentees have taken particular effort with imagery that is very detailed. 

Creation OL.C3.17-part A and part B, pencil on paper, photographed, below, is another 

example of the effort taken using story representation and images. 
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I identify the Mentees were placing a value on being able to take up the opportunity of 

responding to their prompt and also value the way they communicate through their art. Each 

Mentee’s choice of modality used has significant influence over the outcome of their 

communicated response. The energy and sense of delight in the creative process employed is 

almost palpable. 

 

At this point I note down key words coming through in the Online Creations as key 

phrases: 

 

• value for having a communicating voice 

• value of expressing through art 

• freedom of creative expression 

• making own choice 

• process of art making 

• detail, focus, energy and enthusiasm 

• visual over verbal 

• be seen on website 

• individual representations 

• modality is part of communicated message 

• fun 

• play 

 

 

One in three Creations being made as digital art demonstrates how popular and expansive 

this modality is and how explorative expressing through digital media can be. Digital media 

provides an alternative for accessing and creating personally meaningful images outside 

traditional art materials (Richardson, 2022, p,148) 

 

Digital art making is also represented in the In-school data. This is evident in the following 

story of a recent In-school program participant, refer to Appendix 2. 

 

The participant joined the others in their group to celebrate at the end of a 10-week In-

school program. Photos were taken of the group together. Our participant was strongly 

influenced seeing the group all together in these photographs, making one the basis for an 

image they digitally created and in doing so made a piece of artwork that was their 

Creation, response to the prompt (see image below). The I CAN Network staff reflected 
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‘there was a lovely sense of joy emanating from this Mentee with the unveiling of their 

artwork, shown against the original photo’. 

I invite you to take a moment to look over this Creation. What do you see? What do you 

sense this image communicates about The I CAN Network Program? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creation: IS.23, above 

 

Actually, the representation does not fit in with the In-school prompts. but it communicates 

so much about the person’s experience and the sense of safety felt by the Mentee which 

enabled them to go above and beyond in the use of their creativity. 

 

Bringing this story into my report reminds me that at the very heart of this report is a strong 

desire to see the program’s participants live their best lives and it should not be lost in these 

pages that we are referring to real people, amazing people. 

 

In-school Program 

It is evident that the Mentees have responded to their prompt to creating tangible records in 

response, representative of their ideas and intentions (Richardson, 2022 p.36). By viewing 

several of the Creations, I am unable to determine which were single Mentee or 

collaborative responses, but it is easy to see many reflect playfulness and connection with 
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one another, demonstrating that the Mentees feel they were in a safe place allowing for 

comfortable group rhythms to develop and grow (McNiff in Richardson, 2022 p.14). 

 

Let’s have a look at some of examples of playful approaches and relational qualities evident: 

 

 

Creation: IS.2, above; below, Creation: IS.24 
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Creation: IS.5, top of page 

Right: Creation: IS. 12 

Below: Creation: IS.10 
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Creation IS.17, below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The In-school Creations tell more than a group of individual expressions in response to the 

prompt. They show Mentees sequenced or collaborative engagement, with one responding 

to the prompt, which leads to the next person’s responding, and then someone else’s....... 

Showing evidence of the exchange between Mentees and the sense of fun that found the 

participants engaging playfully. 

 

The Creations prompt and process, modality used, and the in-turn responding on the 

whiteboard, all act as a container for sharing and engaging in activities, developing comfort 

in engaging with others, on top of being an opportunity to communicate ideas, intentions 

and emotions through their art and play. The relational qualities of the Creations indicate 

the Mentees have responded with others through ‘flexible and playful approaches, 

sequential engagement that is sensory and kinaesthetic and integrative in process’ 

(Richardson, 2022 p.36). This collaboration is an indication the Mentees were developing 

‘elaborative and reciprocal, relational exchanges’(Richardson, 2022) during their 

engagement (p.36 and p.144). 
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At this point I revisited the Online data, curious to see whether there was any evidence of 

the Online Mentees similarly engaging with each other. The Creation below shows exactly 

this, including the words ‘play’ and ‘fun’ and symbolic characters engaging together. There 

is no data about how this process occurred but evidence it did.  

 

Creation OL.C3.14, below 

 

The In-school prompts have fostered representations of collaborative play whereas the 

Online prompts did not lead the Online Mentees to include this in their Creations. 

Regardless I can see there is evidence of collaborative play and the significance it had on 

some of the Online participants. 

 

Creation IS.12, which uses Lego figures, as seen on page 33 above, and the Creations 

made with plasticine, seen below, demonstrate how sometimes a verbal story will emerge 

alongside the play and sometimes the story is told only visually through imagery (Richards, 

2022 p.63). It is widely recognised that creative modalities like drawing and play permit 

individuals to express their thoughts and feelings in a manner different to strictly verbal 

means (Malchiodi, 2005 p.1). Creative methods of expression become an ideal means to 

express feelings where language is not always preferenced or available (Malchiodi in 

Richardson, 2022 p.37). Providing In-school Mentees with the choice to express through 

plasticine as well as through words or imagery on the whiteboard is consonant with this 

point and worth noting. 
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The Expressive Therapies Continuum Model characterises plasticine as a modality that is 

responsive and flexible (Hinz, 2015). Art making with such materials can encourage 

flexibility, receptivity, and confidence in the art maker’s (Richardson & Lusebrink in 

Richardson, 2022 p.143). These developmental, relational qualities were evident in the 

Creations made in plasticine, seen below. 

 

  

Above left: Creation: IS.7 and above right, Creation: IS.4 

  

 

 

 

Right Creation: IS.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I reflect on the ways various modalities have been used by In-school Mentees and how that 

impacts or influences their communicated responses. 
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I reduce this In-school data to the following key words: 

 

• within a safe place 

• playfulness 

• fun 

• confidence building 

• directed, narrowed choice 

• amination 

• growth of group rhythms 

• connection 

• interaction 

• engagement 

• exchanging 

• verbal, visual story 

• collaboration 

• sequenced participation 

• representation of intention, ideas 

• receptivity 

• reciprocal, relational exchanges 

• flexibility 

 

 

The key words bring forth clarity about what influence the modalities have had for the 

Mentees. I combine In-school and Online Key words and further reduce them, allowing for 

themes to begin to emerge: 

 

Value of having own voice (communicating) 

Value of creative expression 

Process of art making 

Visual over verbal 

Importance of fun/play 

Mentees responding to being in a safe place 

Personal qualities developing through group rhythms.  
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My research also showed the effect of the selection of modalities used for the In-school 

Program has been to provide a container for play and collaborative engagement, but this 

has restricted the type of creation that resulted. 

 

The Online Program gave Mentees no parameters for creative expression, which allowed 

freedom of choice, resulting in the modality being part of the Mentees’ expression and 

communication. 

 

So, alongside these emergent themes (page 37, above) were qualities describing the use of 

modalities unique to the each of the different programs: 

In-school Program: 

Modalities’ influence group responding 

which I reduce to the keywords- In-school Program is a container 

 

Online Program: 

choice of modalities is part of expressive response 

which I reduce to the keywords - Online Program opens responding expression 

 

 

 

Symbolic words and imagery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above, Creation: OL.C3.11 
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I sense Creation OL.C3.11, above, a view of a universe inclusive of precious gems with 

words, is an appropriate image to bring our attention to the use of symbols words and 

images. 

 

‘I CAN’ is in so many of the Creations, handwritten, the use of the logo and even appearing 

on images of hot air balloons. How many times was I CAN Network represented in the 

Creations? 

 

The words ‘I CAN’ were included in thirty-eight Creations, whereas there were fifty-five 

Creations that do not use of the words ‘I CAN’. 

 

I note my observations of the following images: 

 

Creation: OL.C3.10, below includes ‘I CAN’ five times which is the most times ‘I CAN’ is 

used in a Creation. This Mentee is clear in communicating ‘I CAN’ is the best, welcoming, 

and empowering. And that this Mentee and their group ‘love I CAN’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creation: OL.C3.10, above 
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Creation: OL.C3.25, below, which includes the words ‘I CAN’ and strongly communicates 

‘I CAN Cool!’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above, Creation: OL.C3.29 
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Creation: OL.C3.29, page 40, is a themed representation into which the Mentee has 

cleverly woven the words ‘I (heart) I Can’. Knowing a little about this Creation’s maker 

increases the significance of the communicated message. Refer Appendix 2. 

 

This Mentee is very knowledgeable in a wide range of areas and passionate about drawing, 

anime, pokemon and video games. They were always very keen to share their knowledge 

with their fellow participants. They have attended more than eight I CAN programs. While 

attending their most recent program they allowed other participants the opportunity to share 

artwork before they did. The I CAN Network Staff saw this and recognised it as a 

significant step in this Mentee’s personal development and ability to engage with others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creation: OL.C3.27, above, ‘couldn’t have said it better’ with balloons accompanying the 

wording: ‘I CAN AWE SOME!’ 
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Creation: OL.C3.26, below, also includes ‘I CAN’ as a strong presence in their 

representation, perhaps saying this Mentee recognises there has been a transition into a new 

way of being, with a bridge from one land to another land within their creative expression. 

 

Creation OL.C3.33, below, is an example where there were words in the Creation but there 

is no use of the words ‘I CAN’. Nevertheless, the Mentee is saying their experience of the I 

CAN Program ‘is good’ 
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A point to note is there is only one online creation and one In-school creation with no 

words included. These were: Creation IS.12, below, which demonstrates group connection. 

 

 

 

and Creation OL.C3.32 shown below, a captivating image which communicates clearly 

with the choice of delicate modality used, the need for support and that support is given. No 

need for words. 
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Breaking down the data by use of the words ‘I CAN’ can be seen in the pie graph below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And from a different perspective, a funnel graph represents how many times creations used 

the wording ‘I CAN’: 

 

These findings demonstrate that just under half the participants, forty-four percent, 

expressed a sense of connection by directly naming and giving recognition to the I CAN 

program. However, fifty-six percent, just over half of the Mentees have not used ‘I CAN’ 

wording but did use words and/or symbols. 

use of words 'I CAN'

zero once or more

56% of the Creations did not use the wording ‘I CAN’ 

44% of the Creations used the wording ‘I CAN’ at least 

once 
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I make a note of the symbols and words used in each Creation; some were culturally 

identifiable as part of the Mentee’s own social world whereas others may convey a message 

recognised by the wider community as metaphors. To give examples, here are a few of the 

symbols and words, seen below, evident in the data: 

Words/Metaphors in Creations: 

• I like the I can program: to be with my friends and to enjoy being in here every 

Tuesday but being with my friends is best 

• (collective group) : listening skills. Leadership not bossy. Communication skills. relate 

to others. Learn I am not alone. Learn how to cope 

• I like I can I was having fun with everyone I want it back soon 

• ‘Friendship Airlines’ 

• I get to be myself 

• Dear I CAN network. Here is what I have learned, First, I have learned the best 

games to play. Second, to have fun and not do da hood. And finally, if you make a mistake 

or fail you don’t give up whatever you do. (And attached cartoon called ‘natural disaster 

survival’, and words in cartoon scenes): if you make a mistake or fail you don’t give up 

whatever you do. Watch out for Slenders. 

• whoever see this get stick tagged 

• I CAN Clan 2022 

• I CAN Creative 

• I CAN is so cool 

• I CAN is awesome 

• Image below: Creation IS.14 
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Symbols in Creations 

• I (heart shape) I CAN 

• character standing strong. With big boots. With spray can in hand. I CAN words 

same colourway as character 

• green shriek face and thumbs up hand 

• Homer saying ‘why you little’ 

• Rainbow. Animal figures. Hearts 

• bridge between two worlds 

• Stick figures-smiling, paired, doing actions together 

• flying character has wings out-up and also has smiling face image on front of outfit 

• 2 figures standing together touching within a heart shape. Another figure 

standing nearby. All smiling. The ‘me’ figure has arms in the air 

 

Even unrefined symbolism like those seen the Creation below can succinctly convey a 

strong message. Creation: IS.28 (below) shows four versions of a person: 

1. a sad faced character, when not going to I CAN 

2. a face with a sort-of smile but no body, when going to I CAN for one week 

3. a smile in the third view, with one hand up in the air, when going to I CAN for 

weeks 

4. a character with a big smile and arms in the air, when going to I CAN all the time 
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The cognitive/symbolic level of Expressive Therapies Continuum characterises the use 

symbolic representations and metaphors is a capability at any continuum level and were 

multidimensional cognitive components of expression. Their presence in art making is an 

indicator of the development of emergent problem-solving skills, insight and self-discovery 

capabilities in an individual. (Lusebrink in Malchiodi, 2007 p.201) 

 

Self-efficacy, empowerment and new knowing about the self 

I found this theory relevant with many symbols and metaphors present in many of the 

Creations, in some cases contributing to an expressed message of self-efficacy, 

empowerment and new knowing about the self. 

 

A sense of self-efficacy is often ignited by the emotionally charged language of play 

particularly when in the presence of an interested facilitator. Experiencing this self-efficacy 

can in turn encourage meaningful communication (Richardson, 2022 p.59 & p.63). 

 

On viewing the Creations, I see there were many that strongly indicate the Mentees have 

experienced fun and play in the process of making their representations. It is, then, not at all 

surprising to the see the Creations communicate: 

1. the Mentees recognition of their developing self-efficacy 

2. the Mentees value the importance of this new knowing 

 

Creation: IS.27 clearly demonstrates the Mentee is identifying their awareness of a new 

knowing, self-efficacy. 

 

Creation: 

IS.27, 

right. 
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And again, there is no doubt with the next representation Creation: OL.C3.7, that the 

Mentee recognises the development in their self-efficacy as they communicate with a 

symbol of their special interest. 

 
Many of the creations were fabulous symbolic representations demonstrating self-efficacy 

and empowerment but none more so than Creation IS.1. This amazing Creation takes pride 

of place on the front cover this report. 

 

I was taken by the qualities of this image, the use of vibrant colour variegation in the ‘I 

CAN’ wording, and the character? I later learn this is ‘Sonic’, part of the Mentee’s popular 

culture, an edgy, dynamic and energised character who hints a little at the unknown. The 

overall image is individual, strong, and catchy which I see has consonance with the I Can 

Program. 

 

Have you taken a look? 

 

I shared my thoughts with the I CAN Network staff. Their response included the biggest 

smile as they said, ‘we would like you to know more about this Mentee and their creation’. 
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The staff knew the details of every one of the Creations, off the top of their heads, no need 

to refer to any past notes. And they spoke of each Creation and Mentee knowingly with 

pride and care. 

 

The story on the image of Sonic, Refer to Appendix 2 

It was created by a Mentee who has been in the in-School program for 3 years now, having 

previously participated in the Online program. 

 

The Mentee was recognised as a natural talent for drawing, and I CAN Network kept 

encouraging this talent and celebrating this in-school mentoring sessions. 

 

Last year for the AWETISM Expo (12 November 2021) the Mentee made a video on their 

drawings which included several pictures of the character, Sonic. 

 

The Mentee sent in the Sonic image with their message: ‘For I CAN’. The Mentee’s Dad 

also contacted The I CAN Network to say the Mentee ‘has been working on this for a week 

now and considered to make it a project’. 

 

And the I CAN Network staff added: ‘That’s the story! Aren’t young people just so 

rewarding to work with?!’ 

 

And I say, ‘what an inspirational story it is!’ 

 

Here are some quoted examples of words used to describe recognition of empowerment 

through the program: 

• Dear I CAN network. Here is what I have learned,  

 First, I have learned the best games to play. 

 Second, to have fun and not do ‘da hood’. 

 And finally if you make a mistake or fail you don’t give up whatever you do. 

 

• I can with I can. 

 Put time into my interests. 

 Feel empowered. 

 Be in a safe space. 

 Connect with other souls. 

 understand my mind. 

 Transform my reality 
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• (Group response) Learned how to cope, 

 learned I am not alone, 

 relate to others, 

 communication skills, l 

 listening skills, l 

 learn to lead - not bossy 

 

• Empower, creative, more confidence and acceptance, opportunities, happiness, fun 

 

• happy salmon, made me start feeling like myself @school, 

 Liked people who attended, 

 Great session week 7 -I CAN, 

 Mr squiggle, 

 meeting all of you, 

 sense of humour. 

 

I reduced the data that has emerged while inquiring into words and symbolic description to 

key words: 

• Self-discovery 

• words or symbols, expressed feelings 

• self-efficacy 

• empowerment 

• Recognition of change 

• personal growth 

• Connection 

• Fun 

• support given where wanted 

• more meaningful expression used 

• self-awareness 

• cognitive development 

• use of symbolic metaphor 

• value of program 

• confidence 

• use of cultural metaphors &/or symbols 

• transition 

• self-expression 
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These key words were written onto cards, and I reflectively group the cards into clusters 

with similar or like. 

 

During the process I found there were three ‘clusters’ which were actually single cards. I do 

not see these key words fitting with any other key words, any other cluster groups. It is of no 

concern to have ‘clusters’ of one card or several, and those three cards remained as singles. 

 

Then I gave each cluster a title, further reducing the data. 

 

Clusters titles 

  Connection 

  Value of the i can network program 

 Expressive ways 

  Fun 
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 Personal growth 

  Empowerment 

 

Cluster titles like empowerment, fun, personal growth, expressive ways, connection, value 

of The I CAN Network Program, are used to form a statement of approximation of new 

knowing. 

 

 

 

Mentees experience fun and connection 

leading to personal growth, cognitive development, 

and empowerment, 

using symbolic expression 

recognising their value of the I CAN Network Program 
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Evident expressions of experiencing 

Sitting with and looking at the Creations I became curious about each Creation, as a 

description, an expression of each Mentee’s experiencing. 

 

My analysis process returns to indwelling with each image. I found words within me that 

describe the communication of each Creation’s expression of experience. This is a form of 

intersubjective responding which remains descriptive and is also considered and created 

over time (Miecat, n.d. p.11) engaging with the data giving each Creation its own time to 

be seen. This is an amplification of data. 

 

Below are some examples of Creations accompanied by my description of the expression of 

experiencing evident, and then followed by a reduction of this description where 

appropriate: 

 

Creation: OL.C3.28, below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Expressed experiencing description: MY WORLD. Connect. Learn. Be. Share what 

my interests are. 

• Reduced to key words: I am in my world. 

. 
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Creation: OL.C3.16, below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Expressed experiencing description: Expressive. Imagery I like 

• Reduced to key words: A place where I can express myself 

 

Creation: IS.3, (collective group), below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Expressed experiencing description: Growth. Connection. Community. 

• Reduced to key words: Community created.  
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Creation: OL.C3.2, below 

Expressed experiencing description: Warmth. Safe. Come to know myself. 

Reduced to key words: (not reduced) Warmth. Safe. Come to know myself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I recorded all the descriptive words I use to describe the evident expressions of 

experiencing. This is an amplification of data. Examples can be seen in the table below. 

 

Where it seems there were too many descriptives or the words need refining, I reduce them 

to the key describing words (a process of reducing the data). Examples can be seen in the 

table below. 
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Documenting the descriptive words that 

reflect the evident expressions of 

experiencing 

Reducing those descriptives to key 

words, where necessary 

I am free to make my own statement free to express what I want 

happy acknowledgement acknowledgement 

my chance to participate how I want free to be me 

with my friends friendship  

being with being with 

friendship friendship 

acceptance and inclusion accepted 

Choice. What I like. learnt I have choice 

collective group: growth connection community community created 

this is me  I can reveal me 

growth growth 

fun fun 

express feeling express feeling 

empower  empower 

happiness happy place 

Curiosity. Felt supported supported 

experiencing  experiencing 

sharing sharing 

growth of confidence growth of confidence 

I am recognised Recognition 

connection connection 

fun   fun 

importance for me to feel safe feel safe 

I feel cared for  I feel cared for 

Warmth. Safe.  come to know myself 

this is me. I am showing you me. I like me safe space where I can show/and be me 

freeing me to be and express. Recognising 

this change 

recognise the significance of what the 

space gives me 

I can depict my hobby – my happy place my happy place 

happy to show things that make me happy, 

and I connect with I can show this is me 

empowering. Group-we. Joy empowering 

a bridge for me a bridge 

celebration of awesome celebration of awesome 

MY WORLD. connect learn. be. Share what 

my interests are I am in my world 

action space. Great match up action space 

needing and getting support support needed and given 
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Next, the key words from the right column of the table (above) were written onto separate 

cards. 

 

All the cards were moved around on a table to form groups or clusters. This clustering 

process has resulted in seven clusters (a further reduction of data). See below images of the 

seven clusters and their titles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fun 

connection 

value 
of place 
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I then looked to giving each cluster a title. The titles seem to organically work their way to the 

surface during the clustering process (a further reduction of data). 

acceptance 

belonging 

empowerment

free to 
express 
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Cluster titles  

1. Belonging 

2. Value of Place 

3. Acceptance 

4. Connection 

5. Fun 

6. Free to express 

7. Empowerment 

 

As I reflexively paused at this point, I moved the Cluster Titles to key words presented in the 

form of an Essence Statement. This process was a further reduction of data, giving a sense of 

themes emerging, and new knowings. 

 

An Essence Statement, an approximation of new knowing, below: 

 

 

 

SATISFACTION EXPERIENCED IN CREATIVE EXPRESSION 

 

IDENTITFYING SELF IN CONNECTION AND EMPOWERMENT 

 

SAFELY HELD IN A PLACE OF FUN, GROWTH AND ACCEPTANCE 
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Findings 

My experiencing of the Project data as it moved through cycles of analysis and processes 

resulting in access points which brought forward emerging themes and approximations of new 

knowing. 

 

This is what I found the Mentees’ Creations have communicated 

that participants got out of their experience 

participating in the relevant I CAN mentoring program 

 

• Mentees were recognizing the value they have for the I CAN Program 

and the value they place on experiencing The I CAN Network Program 

 

• Mentees were identifying The I CAN Program provides safety and they value this 

environment as it provides the Mentees with feelings of acceptance and a sense of 

belonging 

 

• Mentees were recognizing the personal value they place on the experience of 

connection  

 

• Mentees identify creative engagement as an access point for connection with their 

peer community 

 

• In-school Mentees were directed as to what modalities they could use. The modalities 

form a container for the program that influences the Mentees’ responding 

 

• Online Mentees availed themselves of opportunities to engage with their chosen 

modality to creatively respond to their prompt. The chosen modality becomes part of 

their expressive response 

 

• Visual responses – Creations – were preferred to verbal responses 

 

• Mentees had enthusiasm for experiencing fun and play and creative activities 
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• Mentees were enthusiastic about expressing through creativity and demonstrating their 

abilities using modalities 

 

• Mentees place importance on their Creations being posted on The I CAN Network 

Website and this influences Mentees’ efforts and Creations produced 

 

• The I CAN Network Program facilitates opportunities for Mentees’ personal growth 

including a sense of empowerment 

 

• Mentees recognized their own individual growth in self-awareness and development of 

their own self-efficacy. 

 

Themes emerging 

• Value of having one’s own voice (communicating) 

• Value of creative expression 

• Value of incorporating creative expression in The I CAN Network program 

• Value for a sense of fun and play 

• The I CAN Network’s ability to encourage development of Mentees personal 

qualities through group rhythms and the Creations Project 

• The I Can Network recognised value in art or creativity 

 

Subtext emerging 

The I CAN Network have evaluated their In-school and Online Program from the 

messages communicated through stand-alone Creations.  

 

Would The I CAN Network consider a more informing analysis that would include the 

process of creating, the Mentees making their art. This would provide more in-depth, 

richer findings and less room for not fully understanding the communicated message.  

 

This type of inclusion could also offer Mentees an opportunity to come to know their 

world better, leading to choices of ways of being in the world that are satisfying and 

healthful (MIECAT, n.d. p.1 and p.2), with the support and guidance of an arts-based 

researcher. 
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Unexpected findings 

1. I found as I indwelled the data, I moved to viewing the digital art on my computer 

screen. It seemed a more comfortable fit where the vibrancy of colour and images were 

more evident and where I could zoom in and out to absorb details of the art-works and 

overall essence of the creative expression. 

 

2. The information resulting from the research became two streams of findings, reflective 

of the prompts and availability of choice given to Mentees. 

• Modalities offered in the In-school Program limited creative expression and choice. 

These modalities encouraged a focus on written word-based expression and verbal 

responding. Giving participants the opportunity to create through ‘the use of new 

materials can also open the individual to new insights’ (Richardson, 2022 p.8).  

• In-school prompts facilitate very different responding compared to the Online prompts. 

Both modes revealed quality data but also indicated the two different program models 

which had different focuses. 

• The In-school prompts look to support collaborative and playful engagement resulting 

in Creations that were mostly representations of collaboration. 

• The Online prompts supported individual creative expression and exploration through 

special interest themes. 

 

3. Quality of data 

• Online prompts included verbal responses, however, no verbal responses were in the 

data provided 

• In-school data included verbal responses, however verbal responses were not one of 

the prompt options 

• some photos of creations were of poor quality. 

 

4. The aesthetic impact of the Creations became more and more evident as the Inquiry 

progressed. I ponder whether there would be consideration given to sharing the 

Mentees’ expressive representations with a wider audience, for others to behold. 
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Conclusion 

In Heaven of Invention, George Boas describes the two opposite 

ways of looking at experience – the scientific and the 

appreciative. In contemplating the stars, for example, one can 

adopt the stance of an astronomer who thinks of galaxies, 

constellations, and chemical composition or that of one who sees 

the heavens as awe-inspiring spectacle. But Boas emphasizes 

that the experience itself does not demand one approach to the 

exclusion of the other. And so it is with art; one can look at a 

painting or a drawing from an appreciative point of view or a 

scientific one without diminishing or altering the original work. 

(Boas in Gantt and Tabone, 2012. p.2). 

 

Perhaps the two following views of the same image are consonant with Boas’ 

message. 

 

https://i.redd.it/hfo8y931fps01.jpg 
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or this view 

 
https://i.redd.it/hfo8y931fps01.jpg 

 

My aim during this project has been to remove the temptation to default to psychologically 

diagnostic interpretation of the art but rather to look at it and describe what it is showing me.  

 

The findings indicate the Program’s Mentees were enthusiastic participants, astute in their 

self-awareness and able to effectively communicate their appreciation of The I CAN 

Network Program, the benefits they have experienced and the values evident. 

 

It has been clearly demonstrated by the participants just how effective and positive the 

program experience has been. 

 

There is opportunity for growth in the Program: for example, website posts featuring 

Mentees’ Creations could be further utilised. The benefits of both the In-school and Online 

programs could be merged and offered across the board. 
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My curiosity led me to taking part in this project, which has given me the opportunity to 

explore how my Art Therapy Practice can be utilised more broadly and to re-enforce my 

appreciation of the application qualities of Arts-based Research. It has been a resounding 

affirmation ‘to above all, trust the process’. 

 

I thank The I CAN Network and congratulate them on their exceptional work. 
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